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INTRODUCTION
The term "indigenous" is referred to as an umbrella term, that was
established within the Canadian colonial. The term identifies the three
types of indigenous groups; First Nation, Inuit, and Metis heritage. First
Nation peoples include Status, Treaty or registered Indians, as well as
non-status and non - registered Indians. The Inuit group (i-nyoo-uht)
are culturally similar to the first nations, but they reside in Inuit
Nunangant which is made up of 4 regions of territorial land. The final
3rd distinction group is the Metis People (May-tee), they are more seen
as a hybrid as their ethnic identities are a combination of the first
nation (women primarily) and Europeans (men primarily).
Colonialism has affected indigenous communities and their health
care by basically destroying their population by taking their land,
culture and family with no thought of repercussions. The aftermath
involved an increasing about of mental illness issues, health concerns
like diabetes and a breakdown of cultural practices.
It is important that we as Canadian settlers remember the impact that
our ancestors had on our historical lands and understand how their
experiences and beliefs formed our way of living in the present day.
The main objective of this tip sheet is to provide information on the
best health and mental health services that are available for these
communities that aim to improve standards for culturally responsive
services.
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FACTS ON
INDIGENOUS
FOLKS
POPULATION FACTS
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There are more than 370
million Indigenous people
spread across 90
countries.
Indigenous peoples are 5%
of the world's population
but account for 15% of the
world's extreme poor.

FACTS ON INDIGENOUS
HEALTH EXPERIENCES
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As a result of inequitable treatment within
society;
Indigenous people tend to live shorter
lives and receive less education.
There is an alarming level of diabetes
with Indigenous adults.
Life expectancy is up to 20 years lower;
Indigenous people suffer from poorer
health and are more likely to experience
reduced quality of life.
Indigenous peoples experience
disproportionately high levels of
maternal and infant mortality,
malnutrition, cardiovascular illness,
HIV/AIDS, and other infectious diseases
such as malaria and tuberculosis.

COMMUNITY FACTS
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There exist more than 5,000 Indigenous
communities and they speak around
4,000 different languages.
Indigenous peoples represent
approximately 22% of the world’s land
surface and are estimated to protect 80%
of the planet’s biodiversity
According to United Nations, Indigenous
peoples are facing greater violations of
their rights than was the case 10 years
ago.
Indigenous people are key to the 2030
agenda for sustainable development as
their way of life cultivates against climate
change.
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APPROPRIATE
SERVICES
INDIGENOUS HEALTH

One of the biggest services to note is indigenous health; this provides
this minority with health programs that can be delivered across the
country and uses high-quality services that are equivalent to what the
average Canadian citizen would receive. Another big component that
the health services of Canada offer to indigenous groups is coronavirus
monitoring.

INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT

Another important appropriate service to note for indigenous people is
governance/ infrastructure support. This service offers programs for
individuals to support community affairs such as education and
management affairs. This service Improves standards for cultural
participation and gives this minority a sense of the value of being
Canadian in present day.

ONTARIO ABORIGINAL HIV/AIDS STRATGEY
This resources aims to provide culturally respectful and sensitive programs and strategies to respond to
the growing HIV/AIDS epidemic among Aboriginal people. They follow a community based and
participant centered approach to ensure comfortability among any aboriginal people that choose to gain
support.
https://www.oahas.org
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APPROPRIATE
SERVICES
SUBSTANCE USE

This service is available for all Canadians but especially targeted at
indigenous communities, helps with connecting Canadians with
social/ support works that offer confidential chat sessions to assist
individuals with concerns about mental health and substance
abuse. This service is offered by the federal government and is
partnered with multiple health organizations in Canada to
effectively assist as many clients as possible.

MENTAL HEALTH

This concern of issues is the focus of our tip sheet as it focuses on
one of the biggest problems indigenous communities face, mental
health struggles. The best available service that is offered for these
distinct communities is “The Crisis Team Program”. One of the best
aspects of this service is they offer training activities for clients to
observe and assist them to overcome their struggles, which a lot of
other services don’t have the funds to obtain such resource.

ABORIGINAL HEALTH CENTRE
This resources mission is aimed at improving the health and well being of indigenous individuals,
families, and communities. They do this through their health care services that focus on clinic services,
cultural wellness, and healthy living strategies. One of their heavier focuses is based on mental health
and addiction recovery services that offer counselling support.

https://aboriginalhealthcentre.com
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SERVICES FOR
RURAL AREAS
ABORIGINAL
EDUCATION CENTRE
UNIVERSITY OF
WATERLOO
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Student services: academic
counselling, scholarship
opportunities, cultural
events, career planning,
cultural awareness training
program.
https://uwaterloo.ca/stpaul
s/waterloo-indigenousstudent-centre.

INDIGENOUS
STUDENT CENTRE,
UNIVERSITY OF
GUELPH
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Programs and services include
academic support, programs to
help transition to university life,
tutoring assistance,
cultural/traditional workshops
offered.
https://www.uoguelph.ca/studente
xperience/isc

ANISHINAABE
OUTREACH INC.
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Extends employment, education,
and training services to all eligible
aboriginal people
https://aocan.org/
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